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Abstract—A circuit’s clock is often the single largest source of
power dissipation is a digital system. Removing the clock should
therefore reduce power consumption. The clock also forces the
system to run at the worst case timing for every operation.
Removing it should also allow the circuit to start the next
operation upon completion of the current one. This is often the
key motivation for designing asynchronous circuits. The problem
is, once the circuit has been designed and fabricated the circuit
may not realize the promised benefits. This paper attempts to
analyze why this may occur, and what benefit asynchronous
circuits have beyond power and speed as it specifically applies
to microprocessors.

Index Terms—Asynchronous Microprocessors, Quasi-delay In-
sensitive, AMULET, Caltech Asynchronous Microprocessor

I. INTRODUCTION

THE design of asynchronous circuits has long been mo-
tivated by the potential to remove the power draw and

speed restrictions of a system clock. The main problems cited
for the lack of wide spread adoption of them have been the
complexity of such designs and the lack of support in design
automation tools. Several asynchronous microprocessors were
developed in the late 80’s, 90’s and early 00’s, but none of
them reported the full advantages promised. They were a test
of the potential for the design method at the time, and one
which only showed a modest improvement for a high cost.
With current design advances providing less and less benefit
for their costs, it may be time to look at them again.

There are five main advantages to asynchronous circuits:
low power, low Electromagnetic Interference (EMI), high
speed, high tolerance to some types of errors, and modularity.
As will be shown, these advantages are not guaranteed in
microprocessors. Careful designing is required to get even
some of these, and often the design will cost one or more
advantage to realize the others. In particular, the processors
shown in this paper tended to function at a slightly lower
power than their synchronous equivalents at the cost of at best
matching the throughput.

There are three significant drawbacks to asynchronous cir-
cuits: they are difficult to design (made worse by a lack
of design tools), they are impossible to fully test without
additional design for test (DFT) circuitry, and they are more
susceptible to some types of errors. The limits of design tools
can lead to poor performance, even when the design works.
The DFT circuitry can cost up to a 50% increase in area to
ensure full stuck-at testability.

II. ASYNCHRONOUS DESIGN

A. Design Methods

In creating a circuit without a clock, the ideal design would
be one where as long as the circuit starts in a valid state,
it cannot reach an invalid state due to timing errors. This is
known as a delay insensitive design. The problem is, even
in small circuits, such designs are not always possible. As
the circuit gets larger, the probability that a delay insensi-
tive design exists becomes vanishingly small. As a result,
components must be self-timed. This can be accomplished
a number of ways,, monitoring input and output signals for
known completion states to monitoring the power draw of a
component and declaring it done when the current draw drops
to static power levels[2].

The microprocessors presented here use a quasi-delay in-
sensitive (QDI) system, where only the delay of a few lines
matters. The trick lies in what are called isochronic forks.
That is, it is assumed that any fanout has negligible delay
difference. In designing QDI circuits, gate delays are estimated
and all wire delays are neglected. This forces a tolerance to
timing delays, which is what give these asynchronous circuits
their robustness in varying environments. QDI designs will
continue to work under varying voltage, temperature, and other
environmental conditions.

In cases where the synchronous circuit is pipelined, the
asynchronous circuit can also be pipelined. The technique
called micropipelining allows each pipeline stage to commu-
nicate with the others, computing as necessary and remaining
idle when not. Micropipelines often require more stages than
synchronous pipelines to get similar results.[5]

B. Benefits

The system clock will often represent up to 40% a system’s
power draw[6]. The clock signal must reach every flip-flop
in every register in the system. As a result, the clock has
massive fanout. This can be handled by inserting buffers in
a tree architecture (where one buffer feeds a number of other
buffers which each feed a number of other buffers, and so on).
This keeps the speed high, but requires a significant number
of additional components, each of which draw power twice
per clock cycle. Each flip-flop the clock reaches also has
gate transitions twice per clock cycle. This can be mitigated
with a technique called clock gating, where the clock signal
is blocked from registers that are not updated. Asynchronous
systems have no clock, no clock tree, and no clocked registers.
The registers only update when there is valid data on their
input. This is often equated to perfect clock gating. The
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registers also often use latches rather than flip-flops, potentially
saving space and power by using fewer transistors.

The clock also runs on worst case time. That is, the clock
is set such that the longest path than can possibly activate has
had time to do so, even if that path is not always activated.
This can cost performance if many operations do not require
as much time to complete, and so must sit idle waiting on
the clock. In asynchronous circuits, each operation will signal
its completion when it occurs. Some component may need to
wait on another to finish, but in general the system will work
as fast as operation completion will allow. We therefore say
that asynchronous circuits work on average case time.

The quasi-delay insensitive design allows for a high toler-
ance to timing errors, as explained above. This also includes
having no clock skew, given that there is no clock.

C. Drawbacks

The two biggest problems with asynchronous systems is
difficulty in design and difficulty in testing. This difficulty
leads to a lack of good tools, which makes it harder to design
competitive asynchronous circuits. A lack of competitive asyn-
chronous designs leads to the design method being ignored.
The method is ignored, so no one solves the design and testing
problems. It is a vicious cycle.

In designing synchronous circuits, a designer can simply
create components that work as independent combinational
circuits, and connect them with a FSM controller. The clock
ensures all the parts will complete on time. In an asynchronous
circuit, each component may have feedback, and must be more
carefully designed to generate accurate completion signals and
avoid glitches on these signal lines. This costs area and power
overhead and makes the design more difficult.

Modern testing is primarily focused on scan testing for
stuck-at faults. That is, every register can be pre-loaded with
a specific input that will generate a specific output. If at any
point a node in the circuit is stuck at 1 or 0 and cannot
reach the other state, one of the test vectors scanned in will
activate that fault and propagate it to the output. The output
will then be incorrect, and this will signal that there is an error
in the circuit. This method of testing catches the vast majority
of errors in most circuits. This method is also incapable
of handling feedback loops. Asynchronous circuits are built
on feedback loops. Thus, asynchronous circuits cannot be
tested using current test methods without adding a lot of DFT
hardware to allow it to emulate synchronous behavior.

III. ASYNCHRONOUS MICROPROCESSORS

A. Caltech Asynchronous Microprocessor

Caltech has designed and tested several asynchronous mi-
croprocessors. In [4], statistics are given for simulation and
fabricated tests for their MiniMIPS architecture and the results
were scaled for comparison to other architectures. The results
from figure 1 show that the MiniMIPS outperformed all the
others in simulation, but in the fabricated chip it was only
had 60% of the simulated throughput. The reason given for
the difference in simulation and fabricated testing is twofold.
For one, the company fabricating the chip did so poorly.

More important to this analysis, there was a long interconnect
due to an error in routing that cost about 20% of the total
performance. Even with the fabricated result, the MiniMIPS
show an excellent balance of power (4W) and throughput (180
MIPS) at 3.3V.

Fig. 1. Comparison of ARM MiniMIPS [4]

After the MiniMIPS, the Caltech team began work on a
specifically low power design. This design is called Lutonium.
As can be seen from figure 2, the simulation shows voltage
scaling as it applies to asynchronous circuits. There is no clock
that needs to be slowed; execution time slows automatically.
This demonstrates the delay insensitive properties discussed
above, as well as showing that no additional hardware needs
to be added for voltage scaling (now a common practice) to
work.

Fig. 2. Performance of Lutonium (simulated) [4]

B. AMULET

[1] provides a look at the AMULET2e who’s statistics
provide an interesting picture of asynchronous performance.
The table in question is shown in figure 3. The numbers
reported show that it had a higher throughput than and similar
power performance to a low power circuit made in the same
technology. At the same time, it had lower throughput than the
high performance circuit, but again had very low power. The
important statistic to note is power per instruction, in which
it outperformed all of its peers. When the microprocessor was
made, performance was the primary concern. Now, we judge a
processor’s effectiveness based on that power per instruction.
This means that judging by today’s standards, this was the
preferable circuit.

In [3], the Amulet3 is examined. New technologies and
design advancements improve the efficiency over that of the
2e. Reports of the execution of the AMULET3 state the
throughput as equivalent to the ARM9, maintaining the same
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functionality (the same instruction set, including THUMB
mode) while demonstrating an advantage in power consump-
tion [1]. Specific numbers are difficult to find, but the circuit
was designed and fabricated for commercial use. This makes
it ideal for study as it is a practical design rather than a proof-
of-concept.

Fig. 3. Comparison of ARM Microprocessors [1]

C. Others

A group at SUN proposed a counter-flow architecture [5]
that would have the instructions and data moving through a
pipeline in way that would be inefficient in a synchronous
system, but might actually work better than standard methods
in an asynchronous one. The Tokyo Institute of Technology
designed TITAC, and others have created their own designs.
These designs tend to have less published on them, however,
making them less useful for this analysis.

IV. THEORY VS REALITY

As can be seen by the microprocessors analized above, not
all of the benifits promised by asynchronous designs can be
realized. Some of them can [1], and some speculation on what
is really going on are presented here.

A. Power

Power draw in an asynchronous system has been consis-
tently shown to be less than that of a synchronous system.
In the case of microprocessors, the power per instruction is
often lower than that of other circuits. That said, the power
performance has not been what is usually promised. The
reason power saving are not always seen is often because
of a large number of small sacrifices made to get a robust
asynchronous design working. First is the area overhead for
communication. While the clock buffers are gone, each module
must have the ability to coordinate with other modules. This
overhead is small (often less than 5% [2]), but it is only
the beginning. The next part is in designing the self-timing
logic. This not only represents additional overhead, but also
cannot be optimized. The cost here is also small (made smaller
by the requirement that there are no glitches on the timing
path). Next is the difficulty in optimizing the portions of the
circuit that can be optimized. This is not as well understood
as it is in synchronous circuits, and that can translate to
more wasted power. Finally, micropipelines can often require
more stages than synchronous pipelines. More stages means
more registers. Even with perfect clock gating, more registers

means more communications in the system and thus more gate
transitions. There may be more causes, but without access to
the microprocessors for testing more cannot be said.

B. Throughput

Most of the microprocessors mentioned in this paper re-
ported equivalent performance (in MIPS) to their contempo-
raries. This implies they lose the purported throughput advan-
tage asynchronous systems are supposed to have. The cause
of the performance drop is likely because of optimization,
routing, and the effectiveness of synchronous pipelining.

Instructions in a microprocessor have varying lengths. If
each instruction is taken from start to finish in one cycle (a
single-cycle processor), a lot of time is wasted in synchronous
systems. This is because the clock is set by the worst-case path,
and any instruction that takes less time (most of them) must
spend the rest of the clock cycle idle. An asynchronous system
would simply start the next instruction as soon as the current
one is complete, eliminating the idle time. This is not how
modern processors are designed, however. Pipelining splits
the processor into multiple stages with roughly equal critical
paths. An instruction that uses the long path in the single-cycle
system now uses every stage, while a shorter instructions uses
fewer stages. Thus, each instruction completes almost as fast as
they would in an asynchronous single-cycle implementation,
with the added benefit of being able to start the next instruction
before the current one is finished. This, combined with a heavy
optimization in timing closure (reducing the critical paths until
the average case for each stage is close to the worst case)
allows for very high performance in synchronous circuits.

The asynchronous microprocessors also make use of
pipelining. The problem comes when considering optimiza-
tion. A self-timed circuit must have specific paths that must
be carefully designed to avoid glitches on the communication
paths. This means that these paths cannot be easily optimized,
restricting the amount of speedup any given stage might see.
This can be made into an advantage, however, as not every
stage must be the same length to realize its full potential
as is the case in the synchronous pipeline. Another factor
in reducing the advantage of asynchronous systems is the
regularity of instruction execution. Each stage of execution
tends to have similar timing from one instruction to the next.
This again makes the average case time close to the worst
case time, meaning the asynchronous system will see similar
timing and throughput to its synchronous counterpart.

C. Others

One of the benefits that was universally acknowledged
was in EMI. A synchronous system draws peak power at
or immediate after the clock edge, where every flip-flop in
the system transitions at once, and every changed bit causes
the gates fed by those flip-flops begins transitioning. As
the cycle goes on, paths settle and transitions become less
frequent, reducing power draw. This periodic peak causes the
electromagnetic field to interfere with other components as
though it was a signal broadcasting at the clock frequency.
An asynchronous system has a much more even power draw,
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reducing the interference. Another benefit is the tolerance to
environmental conditions and timing delay errors. This is seen
in the MiniMIPS, where an unexpected routing error was not
caught by functional tests because the long interconnect did
not prevent the processor from functioning as it would have
in a synchronous circuit. In the raw (unpublished) data report
from Caltech, they also gave statistics for the circuit under
various voltage and temperature conditions similar to those
in figure 2. As to the modularity of asynchronous designs:
without going into the details of each design, this cannot
be demonstrated. Modularity is an advantage asynchronous
designs have, and that is one of the benefits that drives
the popularity of globally asynchronous, locally synchronous
(GALS) designs.

V. CONCLUSION

Some of the conclusions presented here are speculation.
Without access to the complete designs of the processors
discussed in this paper, any reasoning made to explain their
performance must rely on what was presented by the designers
and what makes logical sense. That said, the reason the
processors do not seem to live up to the promised potential of
asynchronous designs is partially due to a lack of design and
optimization tools. This lack is itself due to the difficulty in
making such tools and the lack of demand for them. The other
reason is that microprocessors are currently very well designed
in synchronous systems, and good optimization allows them
to run close to the average case time asynchronous system are
known for.

Asynchronous designs can be extremely efficient in some
specific components, but so far have only been able to match
the synchronous designs in most respects. The advantages of
such designs are low EMI and high tolerance to timing errors
due to voltage scaling, environmental conditions and process
variations. It often also provides some advantage in power
efficiency, though never as much as the theory would suggest.

The problems with these designs range from difficulty in
design to difficulty in testing and everything in between. In
general, the limited gains have not justified additional cost of
developing asynchronous microprocessors yet. Given the new
focus on power efficiency, however, it seems it is time to revisit
asynchronous microprocessor design.

VI. FUTURE WORK

To get a true analysis of why specific benefits might or
might not be seen, a spice level model of an asynchronous
microprocessor is needed. With that, the circuit can be ana-
lyzed for power consumption in the overhead, communication
delays, and other factors that might reduce performance. In
deciding if an asynchronous system is worth using now, a
comparison would have to be made with modern designs,
including clock gating and the overhead used for voltage
scaling. Also worth considering is how GALS strikes a balance
between the two, and the potential of other ideas like using
an elastic clock.
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